Prism 7000 Series Felt is a premium designer felt used in many different applications from clothing, pennants to blanket binding. It's consistent look and feel makes it a favorite for premium decorative applications requiring tolerances. The Prism 7000 Series is easy to slit, die cut and adhesive coat for a multitude of applications.

- 70% wool 30% rayon
- 7 oz. per sq. yard
- 0.050” thickness
- Stocked at 72” wide
- Colorfast
- Available with or without PSA

Prism 5000 series designer felts are similar to our Prism 7000 series but are made with less wool and less weight to be more economical. Available in many of the popular colors, Prism 5000 is a good cost effective premium decorative felt solution. The Prism 5000 Series is easy to slit, die cut and adhesive coat for a multitude of applications.

- 40% wool 60% rayon
- 6 oz. per sq. yard
- 0.042” thickness
- Stocked at 72” wide (full width)
- Colorfast
- Available with or without PSA

Prism 2000 Series felts are 100% synthetic craft felt used in areas where exact technical thickness and weight are not necessary. The Prism 2000 series is a cost conscious alternative to premium wool decorative blends and is easy to slit, die cut and adhesive coat. Available in various weights and thickness, Prism 2000 is an economical decorative felt solution.

- 100% Synthetic
- Weights available 5 oz., 8 oz. and 12 oz. per sq. yard
- Available thicknesses – 0.050”, 0.093”, and 0.125” thick
- Available Widths: 36”, 54” and 72”
- Available with or without PSA

Please note: The color charts on this page may not show the exact color. Contact Superior Felt & Filtration for more information.